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Abstract:
In an eective Lagrangian approach to QCD we nonperturbatively calculate an approxi-
mation to the decay rate of a false vacuum per unit volume, Γ=V . We do so for both zero
and high temperature theories. This result is important for the study of a mechanism
of baryogenesis[1] at the QCD scale which might also be tightly connected with dark
matter. It is also important in order to determine the possibility of observing this false
vacuum decay at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC). The dramatic signatures of
the decay of false vacuum bubbles described in [2] would occur in our case as well and are
more likely to be observed as our approach is not restricted to the large Nc limit.
1 Introduction
Eective Lagrangian techniques have proven to be very valuable in Quantum Field Theory.
There are two main types of eective Lagrangian formulations currently in use. The rst
type is the Wilsonian eective action which describes the low energy dynamics of the
lightest particles in the theory. The second type of eective Lagrangian is dened as
the Legendre transform of the generating function of connected Green functions. This
formulation implements at the Lagrangian level certain anomalous Ward identities relating
vacuum condensates of the elds and has been referred to as the anomalous eective
Lagrangian [3]. This type of approach is very useful for studying vacuum properties and
was rst applied to supersymmetric (SUSY) gauge theories for both the Yang-Mills [4]
and full super-QCD[5] and more recently to their nonsupersymmetric versions [6] [7]. The
second type of eective Lagrangian approach is the one used in this paper.
The eective Lagrangian, or more precisely the potential part, for nonsupersymmet-
ric Yang-Mills theory was described in [6] and for nonsupersymmetric QCD in [7]. The
eective potential for QCD for Nf light flavors and Nc colors described in [7] was anal-
ysed in detail in [3]. This study is interesting for several reasons. First, it provides a
generalization of the large Nc Di Vecchia-Veneziano-Witten Eective Chiral Lagrangian
(ECL)[8] 1 for arbitrary Nc after integrating out the heavy \glueball" elds. Furthermore
this approach to the derivation of the ECL xes all dimensional parameters in terms of
the experimentally measureable quark and gluon condensates. Second, this eective La-
grangian approach makes it possible to address the problem of -dependence in QCD.
The problem of -dependence is also directly related to the problem of a realistic axion
potential since the axion comes from giving the -parameter the status of a dynamical
eld and the axion potential comes from the -dependence of the vacuum energy, Evac().
Third, metastable vacua in the eective potential may provide a mechanism for baryo-
genesis at the QCD scale[1]. Finally, the previously mentioned metastable vacua have
dramatic signatures and would potentially be observable at RHIC. The nal two reasons
provide the main motivation for the present work.
In the detailed study of the eective potential for QCD [3] it was found that the
eective potential for the phases of the chiral condensate exhibits cusp singularities as a
result of topological charge quantization. These cusp singularities act as potential barriers
seperating metastable vacuum states from the true physical vacuum2. The existence of
these metastable vacua leads to the well known phenomenom of false vacuum decay [9]
which may have consequences in axion physics [10] [3] and/or baryogenesis[3][1]. Domain
wall solutions interpolating between a metastable vacuum and the true vacuum were
presented in [3] which will be used in this paper to calculate the decay rate of the false
vacuum.
These false vacua and domain walls are related to baryogenesis and dark matter be-
cause of a mechanism proposed in [1]. This consists of stable bubbles of false vacuum in
the true vacuum that acquire a fractional negative baryon charge on the bubble surface
and are referred to as \B-shells". This mechanism leaves a net positive baryon density
in the bulk. Rough calculations in [1] produce a baryon to entropy ratio close to the
1This effective Lagrangian is of the second type described above.
2For certain parameter values these metastable vacua occur at every value of θ.
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observed value. In this mechanism the \B-Shells" would contribute signicantly to the
dark matter in the universe.
Bubbles of this false vacuum would have an eective non-zero  parameter and would
exhibit parity violation [3] and a lower  and 0 mass. This would lead to an enhanced
production of  and 0 which could then decay by parity violating processes such as
 ! 00. As well a parity odd asymmetry [2] of +− pairs propagating through
the bubble wall should be observable. These points were raised in [2] with respect to a
metastable vacuum in a large Nc model. However, they apply just as well in our results
for arbitrary value of Nc.
The purpose of the present paper is to determine how the decay rate per unit volume,
Γ=V , of the false vacuum depends on physical parameters. We will use several approx-
imations along the way to determine what we believe to be the dominant contribution
within a factor of about the order of unity. It should be noted that while this is an ap-
proximation it is nonperturbative in the sense that it should contain contributions from
all perturbative diagrams.
Fermions (nucleons) could drastically change the results but since they also drastically
increase the diculty of the calculation we will leave them out in our rst approximation.
The decay rate of the metastable state could only be decreased by the inclusion of fermions
and thus our calculation is an estimate of the upper bound on the decay rate.
Even without consideration of these interesting applications, our method of calculation
of the determinantal prefactor is useful. Previous calculations [11] [12] [13] [14] of bubble
nucleation rates use a particular method for calculating the determinant ratio of operators
of the form:
M = −r2 + V (r): (1)
These involve the ratio of the asymptotic behaviors of the zero eigenmodes to which I
have two objections. Firstly, the proof of the equality of these ratios [11] uses the fact
that the eigenfunction goes to zero at large radius despite the fact that the particular
eigenfunctions in fact diverge exponentially [14]. Secondly they ignore the fact that, in
the innite volume limit, there is a discrete spectrum and a continuous spectrum seperated
by a mass gap with eigenfunctions that are completely dierent in nature. The fact that
they give results that are reasonable probably has to do with the fact that they are
correct to leading order. Our procedure provides a method for obtaining both analytical
approximations and exact numerical calculations for this determinantal prefactor which
take into account the true nature of the eigenspectrum and eigenfunctions. Our numerical
approximation involves only numerical integration unlike the method of [15] which also
involves numerical solution of dierential equations and would not be reliable in cases
involving nonsmooth perturbation potentials. As well we have used the same methods to
calculate the decay rate in the zero temperature theory which has not been done before.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect.2 we review the structure of the eective
potential and the domain wall solution[3]. In Sect.3 we determine the semiclassical ap-
proximation to the decay rate for both zero and high temperature. We evaluate the rst
quantum corrections at zero temperature in Sect.4 and at high temperature in Sect.5. Fi-
nally in Sect.6 we discuss the implications of our results for baryogenesis and dark matter
and for observations of parity odd bubbles at RHIC.
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2 The Effective Potential
The eective potential[7][3] for QCD is:
Weff (U; U
























where the light matter elds are described by the unitary matrix Uij corresponding to the









 ; UU+ = 1 : (3)
a are the Gell-Mann matrices of SU(Nf ) and 
a is the pseudoscalar octet. M =
diag(mijhΨiΨiij), V is the 4-volume and the integers p and q are relatively prime pa-
rameters. The values of the parameters p and q are not known as dierent proposals
for their determination lead to dierent values[3]. We will not use specic values of p
and q aside from the restriction that q 6= 1. We would like to mention that the values
p = 11Nc− 2Nf and q = 8 arise in a number of dierent approaches and that q=p  1=Nc
for the U(1) problem to be solved. E = hbs=(32)G2i where b = 113 Nc − 23Nf is the
Gell-Mann - Low function -function of QCD. The physical input to this equation are
the values of the vacuum condensates hs= G2i = 0:012 GeV4 and hΨΨi = 240 MeV, the
quark masses and the pion decay constant fpi = 133 MeV.
We will take this potential as our starting point motivated by four of its most important
properties (for details see [3]):
i) it correctly reproduces the VVW eective Chiral Lagrangian [8] in the large Nc
limit.
ii)it reproduces the anomalous conformal and chiral Ward identities of QCD.
iii)it reproduces the known -dependence for small -angles [8] but leads to dierent
results for large values of  for q 6= 1.
iv) the related eective Lagrangian for pure gluodynamics[6] has the nice property:
d2kEvac()
d2k
∣∣∣∣∣  (1=Nc)2k; (4)
which was advocated earlier by Veneziano for the U(1) problem to be resolved [16].
This eective potential is not representible by a single analytic function in the V !1
limit. The thermodynamic limit selects, at each value of  − i log detU , one particular
branch (ie. a particular value of the integer l) and cusp singularities occur where the
branches coincide.
The eective potential for the chiral phases of the matter elds, U = diag(exp iq), is
therefore given by a piecewise smooth function with cusp singularities:
W
(l)
























  −∑i < (2l + 1)
q
: (6)
For q 6= 1 there exist metastable vacuum states in addition to the lowest energy
physical vacuum which leads to false vacuum decay. For our purposes we will use the
simplied setting where  = 0 and Nf = 3, equal quark masses mi  4 MeV, and equal
chiral phases i = . This amounts to studying only radial motion in the -space. We
analyse the problem in the spirit of Ref.[9] and only consider transitions between the
lowest energy metastable state and the physical vacuum. The results should be easily
generalisable to other transitions.
For ease of calculation we rescale and shift the chiral eld ! (2=fpi
√
Nf)−=(qNf )
in order to have the standard normalization of the kinetic term and a symmetrized form







































The eective potential (7) has a global minimum at + = (fpi)=(2q
√
Nf) and a local
minimum at − = −(fpi)=(2q
√
Nf ), with a cusp singularity between them, (see Fig. 1).
The minima are interpreted as two vacua seperated by a high potential barrier ( G2)
which is fairly wide, while the energy splitting, E between the states is fairly small in
4







Figure 2: Domain wall prole.
comparison,
E = mqNf




Therefore we can use the thin wall approximation [9] in our calculations. The domain




































if x > x0 ; (9)















is the inverse width of the wall. The solution (9) is shown as a function of x− x0 in Fig.
(2). Its rst derivative is continuous at x = x0, but the second derivative exhibits a jump.


















In what follows we use this domain wall solution in our calculation of the decay rate
per unit volume of the false vacuum for both zero and high temperature eld theory. The
next section describes the semiclassical calculation.
5
3 Semiclassical Theory
The fate of the false vacuum was discussed in [9] and the expression of Γ=V has the form:
Γ=V = Ae−B/h¯[1 +O(h)]: (12)
The semiclassical approximation at zero temperature tells us that B is given by the
Euclidean action of :















where U() is the potential, Weff , for the chiral phases described in the previous section


























if   0.
(14)





x2 + y2 + z2 + t2. The solution of this problem is the four dimensional equivalent
to the solution which Coleman calls\the bounce"[9]. It describes a bubble of the true
vacuum in the false vacuum at the origin which forms, grows to a maximum size and then
shrinks to nothing again (ie. an O(4) invariant bubble). In the thin wall approximation
the bounce solution is:
b(r) =

− for r  R
d.w.(r − R) for r  R
+ for r  R
; (15)
and the value of B is calculated to obtain[9]:







where  is the domain wall energy and:
S4[b] =


















is the Euclidean action of the 4D bounce solution.
The thin wall approximation is valid because the radius of the 4D bubble, which is
found to be R = 3=E by minimizing the value S4[b] , is much larger than the width
of the domain wall, 1=.
For nite temperature QCD the semiclassical approximation is slightly dierent. At







In this case the calculation of B gives[17]:







It should be noted that this decay rate is for the ground state of the metastable well. The
decay rate for excited energy states above the metastable vacuum via thermally activated
transitions while similar in form is not the same[18].
4 Quantum Corrections at Zero Temperature
The quantum corrections at zero temperature correspond to the coecient A in Eq.(12)[19].
A =




The spectrum of the operator in the numerator consists of a discrete spectrum with
zero and negative eigenvalues and a continuous positive eigenvalue spectrum starting at
!2  U 00(−). These two parts of the spectrum must be analyzed seperately and it can












0[−@µ@µ + U 00(b)]




The rst term comes from the zero eigenvalues. The second term comes from the negative
eigenvalue. The third term is the determinant of the continuous positive eigenvalue spec-
trum where det0 means that the zero and negative eigenvalues are to be omitted. With
these eigenvalues omitted the perturbed operator in the numerator has ve less eigenval-
ues in the spectrum because ve of the eigenvalues of the unperturbed operator in the
denominator have become part of the discrete spectrum of the perturbed operator. As-
suming these eigenvalues have originated from the bottom of the unperturbed continuous
spectrum we divide through the third term by a factor of !2 for each omitted eigenvalue.
The contributions from the zero and negative eigenvalues are normalized with a factor of
! keeping each of the three terms dimensionless.
4.1 Positive Eigenvalues
The contribution of the positive eigenvalues requires the evaluation of the determinant
ratio: ∣∣∣∣∣ det
0[−@µ@µ + U 00(b)]
(!−2)5 det[−@µ@µ + !2]
∣∣∣∣∣ : (22)
However, since the (!−2)5 in the denominator corresponds to a set of measure zero in
the continuous eigenvalue spectrum we can omit it and the notation det’ which indicates
omission of a discrete set of eigenvalues.
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Figure 3: Expansion of the partition function.
This determinant ratio will turn out to be innite and to obtain a nite answer we
must divide by an innite factor. The determinant in the numerator can be expanded in
the following way:




−@µ@µ + !2 + Vpert(r)
}]
(23)
= det j − @µ@µ + !2j 
exp Tr
 Vpert(r)














+   
 :
It should be noted that the determinant is equal to the partition function of the self
interacting massive scalar particle and that the second factor in the last line is expanded up
to one loop contributions with three interactions with the eective external potential(see
Fig. 3). Tracing over a cartesian basis we can see that the one and two interaction
contributions are divergent but the three interaction contribution is nite. We will only















)2 = ∫ d4k d4p Vpert(k)
(k2 + !2)
Vpert(−k)










((k + p+ q)2 + !2)
:(26)
where Vpert(k) is the Fourier transform of the Vpert(r). The actual calculation is most easily
done using hyperspherical coordinates in four dimensions, (r; ; ;  ), and expanding the
eigenfunctions (r; ; ;  ) in terms of the 4D hypersperical harmonics:










Ynlm(; ;  ); (27)
which are discussed in the appendix.






















Figure 4: The \potential" U 00(b(r)).
There are 2n(n+2)+1 such terms corresponding to dierent values of ‘l’ and ‘m’ but with
the same eigenvalue. Therefore:
det[−@µ@µ + U 00] =
1∏
n=0
(det[−Dn + U 00])2n(n+2)+1: (29)
First consider the denominator of (22), det[−Dn + !2]. In order to calculate this
determinant we need to solve the eigenvalue equation:
[Dn − !2 + ]u(r) = 0: (30)









− !2. |n are the 4D analogues of the spherical Bessel functions and
Jn+1(x) are Bessel functions of the rst kind. These solutions become purely oscillatory
as r !1. Notice that this solution is only well dened for  > !2 and indeed there are
no solutions for values of   !2 which are well behaved at r = 0 and r = 1. Therefore
the continuous spectrum of eigenvalues can be written as  = !2 + !2λ and:
det[−Dn + !2] =
∏
(!2 + !2λ): (32)
The numerator of (22) involves the \potential" U 00(b(r)). For the symmetrized ef-
fective potential (14) the \potential" for this problem is approximately constant except
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for a small perturbation in a small region near the bubble wall (see Fig.4). The constant
potential has been analysed above. The solutions with or without the perturbations are
identical for r  R and almost identical for r  R. The perturbed solution diers from
the unperturbed solution in this latter region at most by normalization and a phase shift,
~!λr = !λr+(!λ). In this situation we can obtain the ratio of determinants for a discrete
spectrum by [20]:

























To calculate the phase shifts, however, we must make further approximations.
















− !2 + Vpert(r)
)]
v(r) = 0: (36)
Multiply (35) by v(r) and (36) by u(r), subtract, and integrate from 0 to 1 to obtain:∫ 1
0





Using the fact that both solutions vanish at r = 0 and using the asymptotic form of the







Of course since the perturbed dierential equation is extremely dicult to solve we use
perturbation theory to obtain:

















































Figure 5: The perturbation Vpert(r) is the dotted line and the approximate perturbation
~Vpert(r) is the solid line.
It should be noted that this approximation gives the same result as the exact answer ex-
panded to one loop (see Eq.23 and 24) where the trace is taken instead over jrnlmi,jknlmi
bases.
This formula is suitable for numerical evaluation but in order to obtain an analytical
answer we must approximate the perturbation in the potential U 00 by:
~Vpert(r) =

− 10(r− 11R10 )2
R2
R > r > 11R
10




> r > R
0 otherwise
; (42)
where  = (U 00((0))− U 00((R)))(see Fig. 5). With this approximate potential we nd
the phase shift via (39):












(n + 4)!(n+ 1)!
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Using this result we can verify that (!λ)  1 which means that the approximations
of (39) are justied. The phase shift as a function of !λ is shown for a few values of n in
11




































Figure 6: The phase shift 0(!λ) shown as a function of !λ for various values of n. Notice
the changing vertical scale.
Fig.(6). However, (43) is very dicult to work with so we make another approximation.































Pn+1(x) = 1− (− 1)(− 9)
2! (8x)2
+
(− 1)(− 9)(− 25)(− 49)
4! (8x)4




− (− 1)(− 9)(− 25)
3! (8x)3
+    ; (46)
 = 4(n+ 1)2: (47)









Of course this estimate for 0(!λ) has an infrared cuto in !λ below which it is not
a good estimate and this will be true no matter how many terms in the approximation
of the Bessel function we keep. Therefore as a rst approximation we keep only the rst
term and cut o the !λ integral at the position of the rst peak in 0(!λ).
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Our rst estimate of the ratio of determinants for each value of the quantum number
’n’ is given by:
det[−Dn + U 00(b)]










where !(n)  33:16n+ 72 = an+ b is the infrared cuto given by the location of the rst









and therefore the sum is innite. This was to be expected based on comments at the
beginning of this section and since this approximation exactly coincides with the tadpole
diagram we subtract this term from the exponent as our normalization prescription. Note
that we have used the approximation of (48) to calculate the innite factor but the equality
with the tadpole diagram holds before this approximation was made.
In order to nd a nite result we must adjust our earlier approximation:








5 +    (51)
which would add correction terms to the exponent in (49). The second term in (51) leads













for each value of n. This term is also divergent but does not exactly coincide with the
next term in the expansion (23). However, the divergent contribution in each must be
the same.
Therefore dividing througn by the previously obtained innite factor (ie. the right
hand side of (49)) leads to the renormalised value:
det[−Dn + U 00(b)]






























The divergence here must be contained in the divergence in the two interaction term as
are other logarithmic divergences obtained from keeping more terms in the approximation
of the Bessel function (44). However, subtracting this two interaction term will almost
certainly leave a nite contribution at the next order in n. We will assume this is the
case but since we are doing an approximate calculation we will not calculate the nite
contribution from the two interaction term or any correction terms to our approximation
since they will have the same physical dependence as the approximation we will give. We
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should further note that correction terms are probably not calculable analytically and are
not likely to be a problem for our results. They are obtained from integrating oscillatory
functions (see second term in (48)) over !λ in (52) and should not contribute very much.













































































)3  exp[4:4  10−13]: (57)















This is a nonperturbative calculation because Eq.(34) is a nonperturbative resum-
mation of the perturbation expansion (23) of the determinant. While we make an ap-
proximation through Eq.(51) this expansion is nonperturbative since the terms of the
expansions do not coincide. Our approximate calculation should therefore have contribu-
tions from all perturbative diagrams. This nonperturbative resummation of diagrams in
the determinantal prefactor is very similar in spirit to that of [21].
4.2 Zero and Negative Eigenvalues
The zero eigenvalues contribute
√
B=2 per collective coordinate[9]. The action of the
4D bubble is independent of the centre of the bubble which means there are 4 collective
coordinates leading to the rst factor in Eq.(21).
The eigenfunctions of zero eigenvalue are:

















x2 + y2 + z2 + t2.
t = r Cos( )  Y100; (60)
z = r Cos()Sin( )  Y110; (61)
y = r Cos()Sin()Sin( )  Y111 + Y11−1; (62)
y = r Sin()Sin()Sin( )  Y111 − Y11−1: (63)
Therefore these eigenfunctions all correspond to n = 1 and since there are no radial nodes
we can be sure that there are no negative eigenvalues with n 6= 0.
In [22] Coleman argued that there is only a single negative eigenvalue for an O(4)
invariant bounce. We assume this3 and determine its value. We use the method of
Coleman in [9] with a slight modication. As was argued by Coleman the only possible
eigenfunctions of negative eigenvalue are those that are bound to the bubble wall. For
such eigenfunctions we can approximate the centrifugal potential in (28) by a constant
determined by its value at the bubble wall at r = R:
pn = p +
4n2 + 8n+ 3
4R2
; (64)
where p is a number independent of n. We know that for n = 1 the lowest eigenvalue is
zero.




Therefore we can obtain the lowest eigenvalue for n = 0:











This value is dierent from Coleman’s but only by a factor of 2. We cannot explain this
discrepancy but can only stand by our calculation.
4.3 Decay Rate for Zero Temperature
Therefore our estimate for the decay rate per unit volume of the false vacuum in the zero
temperature theory is:









0[−@µ@µ + U 00(b)]



















= 1:55 10−18MeV4  3 10−4fm−3s−1: (69)
As was mentioned in the Introduction, the inclusion of fermions could drastically change
this result but we do not consider their eects in this paper.
3This is most likely a good assumption but not proven due to the cusp in our potential. For more
details see [19],[22] and [23]
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5 Quantum Corrections for High Temperature







0[−@i@i + U 00(b)]





The calculation in three dimensions is extremely similar. The expansion of the determi-
nant ratio is exactly the same as in 4D (23). Tracing over Cartesian bases we can see that















)2 = ∫ d3k d3p Vpert(k)
(k2 + !2)
Vpert(−k)
((k + p)2 + !2)
: (72)
The calculation is done using spherical coordinates and the eigenfunctions are expanded
in terms of the spherical harmonics:

























det[−@i@i + U 00] =
1∏
l=0
(det[−Dl + U 00])2l+1: (75)
The solutions to this dierential equation that are well behaved at r = 0 and r = 1 are:





where jl are the usual spherical Bessel functions and !λ 
p






























4Note that we have again dropped the factor of (ω−2)3 and the “det0” notation as the omitted eigen-
values correspond to a set of measure zero.
5The summand in this expression appears in [11] but is only used for the high energy modes. The
non-divergent term in what follows does not appear in [11].
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As in the zero temperature case we can nd the exact expression for the phase shift with
the approximate potential but it is too dicult to work with. Instead we approximate
the Bessel functions as in (44) where (n + 1) ! (l + 1=2)
In this way we nd:
(!λ)  0(!λ) = 2R
30!λ
+O(1=!2λ): (79)
Our rst estimate of the ratio of determinants for each value of the quantum number ’l’
is given by:
det[−Dl + U 00(b)]










where !(l)  49:5l + 82 = cl + d is the infrared cuto given by the location of the rst










and therefore the sum is innite. Again this was to be expected and since this approx-
imation exactly coincides with the one loop term our renormalization prescription is to
remove it from the exponent.
Again we must adjust our earlier approximation:








5 +    (82)
and the correction is implemented as in (52). Evaluating the contribution to the complete
determinant ratio leads to:
det[−Dl + U 00(b)]











































































)3  exp[2:4  10−14]: (86)
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5.2 Zero and Negative Eigenvalues
In the O(3) invariant bubble there are 3 collective coordinates leading to the rst term in
(70). The eigenfunctions of zero eigenvalue are:
















x2 + y2 + z2.
z = r Cos()  Y10; (89)
y = r Cos()Sin()  Y11 + Y1−1; (90)
y = r Sin()Sin()  Y11 − Y1−1: (91)
Therefore these eigenfunctions all correspond to l = 1 and since there are no radial nodes
we can be sure that there are no negative eigenvalues with l 6= 0.
We will assume as we did in the previous section that there is only a single negative
eigenvalue and concentrate on obtaining an approximation. The only possible eigen-
functions of negative eigenvalue are those that are bound to the bubble wall. For such
eigenfunctions we can approximate the centrifugal potential in (74) by a constant:




where p is a number independent of l. We know that for l = 1 the lowest eigenvalue is
zero.




Therefore we can obtain the lowest eigenvalue for l = 0:
− = 00 = 0 = − 2
R2
: (94)
5.3 Decay Rate for High Temperature
















Fermions could decrease this rate by many orders of magnitude, however, we do not
consider these eects here.
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6 Conclusion
We have obtained an approximation to the decay rate of the false vacuum per unit
volume in an Eective Lagrangian approach to QCD for zero temperature theory of
Γ=V  3  10−4fm−3s−1. We have obtained an expression (95) for the decay rate per
unit volume in the high temperature theory which is the best we can do without knowl-
edge of the temperature dependence of the eective potential. These are nonperturbative
calculations.
The value of the decay rate for zero temperature shows that if the universe had started
out in a false vacuum state then it would have decayed long ago into the true vacuum
state. This is not new or interesting. The interesting thing concerns the decay rate of
remnant false vacuum bubbles left over after the early high temperature phase of the uni-
verse’s evolution. These B-shells of false vacuum with net negative baryon charge on their
surface would provide a mechanism for baryogenesis (or more accurately baryon sepera-
tion) in our universe if the bubbles are stable enough. The formation of these bubbles
would occur at very high temperatures which requires the use of the high temperature
theory. However, the extremely low temperature of the current universe suggests that the
zero temperature theory would be approximately applicable to any bubbles still around
today. These bubbles were known to be unstable in the semiclassical limit but quantum
corrections could aect the stability. The rst approximation to the decay rate we have
calculated show the quantum corrections to be neglible and the semiclassical result means
that the bubbles are far to unstable for this simplied baryogenesis mechanism to be vi-
able. However, the eective potential we have used does not include interactions with
fermions. The eect of fermions could go a long way to stabilizing the bubbles because
they would make the barrier separating the false vacuum from the true vacuum much
higher, thus increasing the stability of the false vacuum. The precise calculation is out-
side the scope of the present work and we can only say that, so far, this mechanism for
baryogenesis at the QCD scale has not been proved viable.
The high temperature expression for the decay rate will be relevant to the possibility
of observing CP odd bubbles at RHIC through signatures as described in [2]. As was
mentioned previously the false vacuum described in [2] was only valid in the large Nc
limit. However, the same eects would manifest themselves in our case which arises from
an eective potential valid for arbitrary Nc
In the future it might be useful to check numerically that the corrections that I have
neglected in the approximation and nite contributions from the renormalization prescrip-
tion do not signicantly alter the results. As well, one could do numerical calculations
using the exact numerical domain wall solution in the case of nondegenerate vacuum
states. It is possible that the determinant could also be estimated numerically in the
nondegenerate case.
Apart from the interesting applications of our result we believe the methods of the
determinantial prefactor for this theory to be an improvement on previous methods. Our
procedure provides a method for obtaining both analytical approximations and exact nu-
merical calculations for this determinantal prefactor which take into account the true
nature of the eigenspectrum and eigenfunctions and is reliable for non-smooth perturba-
tion potentials.
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A Hyperspherical Harmonics in Four Dimensions
Hyperspherical coordinates in 4D dimensions are related to the Cartesian coordinates by:
x = r Sin[ ]Sin[]Sin[]; (96)
y = r Sin[ ]Sin[]Cos[]; (97)
z = r Sin[ ]Cos[]; (98)
w = r Cos[ ]: (99)
















r2 sin2  sin 
@θ (sin @θ)+
1
r2 sin2  sin2 
@2φ: (100)
Assuming seperable solutions and treating  and  coordinates in exactly the same way
as in three dimensions we obtain the diential equation:
Ψ00( ) + 2 cot( )Ψ0( )− l(l + 1) csc2( )Ψ( ) = Ψ( ): (101)
With the substitution u = Cos[ ] this becomes:
(1− u2)U 00(u)− 3uU 0(u)− l(l + 1)
1− u2 U(u) = BU(u): (102)
If B = n(n+ 2) and l(l + 1) = l0(l0 + 1) this can be identied as the dierential equation
satised by the associated type II Chebyshev functions. These can be obtained from the
type II Chebyshev dierential equation in exactly the same way as associated Legendre
functions are obtained from the Legendre dierential equation.





C(α)n (x)− (2 + 1)x
d
dx
C(α)n (x)− n(n+ 2)C(α)n (x) = 0; (103)
with  = 1. The Legendre polynomial equation corresponds to  = 1=2. All other
hyperspherical coordinates will lead to associated Geigenbauer equations with integer or
half integer .
The hyperspherical harmonics in four dimensions are given by:
Ynlm(; ;  ) = A(n; l;m)
{
Ylm(; ) Un
l(cos( )) 0  l  n
Yjljm(; ) Unl−1(cos( )) − n  l  −1 : (104)
where Ylm(; ) are the usual 3D sperical harmonics and Un
l are associated Chebyshev
type II functions dened by:
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for l  −2. These hyperspherical harmonics form a complete orthogonal basis for the







Y nlm(r; ; ;  )Ynlm(r
0; 0; 0;  0) =













Y nlm(r; ; ;  )Yn′l′m′(r; ; ;  ) = nn′ll′ll′: (108)
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